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Decision In Philadelphia The Consutional
Over the past few decades, particularly this one, the U.S. Supreme Court has increasingly lent a sympathetic ear to those who say their religious beliefs are ...
Why The Supreme Court May Be Poised To Deliver The Religious Right A Big Victory
The Supreme Court is staring at its self-imposed end-of-June deadline, but the justices have not yet released some of the most significant opinions of the term, including a challenge to
the Affordable ...
These are the decisions to watch for during the Supreme Court's final month
A local dispute over foster care services offers conservative justices a chance to roll back discrimination laws ...
This Supreme Court case could fundamentally alter LGBTQ+ rights — and not in a good way
Do African Americans have Second Amendment rights? That’s the question Emory University professor Carol Anderson set out to answer in her new book, “The Second,” which looks at
the constitutional ...
“The Second”: Carol Anderson on the Racist Roots of the Constitutional Right to Bear Arms
LGBTQ advocates are still reaping rewards of an anti-discrimination ruling by the Supreme Court last year. But legal experts see challenges ahead.
How a Supreme Court decision last year is reshaping the legal battle over LGBTQ discrimination
Joe Biden became president in no small part because he’d been vice president. Had he become neither, he would have been remembered for something else entirely: the fate of Robert
Bork and Clarence ...
The Supreme Court Molded Joe Biden
A new history charts the radical agitation around Black rights and freedom back to the early nineteenth century.
The Demand of Freedom
On a 90-degree weekend this month, Theophalis “Binky Bilal” Wilson moved into his first apartment since he was a teenager. He couldn’t afford movers, so he and a few friends carted
his possessions ...
As Philly tops two dozen exonerations, city may face tens of millions in civil liability
The U.S. Supreme Court could decide several major cases including a bid to kill Obamacare and a dispute involving LGBT and religious rights this month ...
Major Supreme Court Decisions Loom In Last Month of Current Term Including Obamacare, LGBT Rights
What to watch for in the coming weeks, including rulings on religious liberty, voting rights, and yet another Obamacare challenge.
The Biggest Supreme Court Decisions Coming This Term
Delegates from each state had agreed to meet that May in Philadelphia to repair the Articles. But in the end, the articles would be thrown out altogether in favor of a new Constitution.
Hamilton and the U.S. Constitution
Republican state senators asked several counties in the state to allow a private company to scrutinize ballots cast last fall, a tactic that allies of former president Donald Trump are
seeking to ...
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‘It was like this rogue thing’: How the push by Trump allies to undermine the 2020 results through ballot reviews started quietly in Pennsylvania
Historian Hugh Ryan collects five Gay Liberation Front activists' memories of communes, free love, coming out, getting arrested, consciousness-raising rap sessions, gun shooting, acid
dropping, and tr ...
The Incredible True Adventure of Five Gay Activists in Search of the Black Panther Party
Joe Biden's presidential victory in Pennsylvania had been certified for weeks when officials in some Republican-leaning counties began receiving strange phone calls from GOP state
senators in late ...
How the national push by Trump allies to audit 2020 ballots started quietly in Pennsylvania
A milestone in modern Jewish history and American ethnic history, the sweeping influence of Louis Marshall’s career through the 1920s is unprecedented. A ...
Louis Marshall and the Rise of Jewish Ethnicity in America: A Biography
PHILADELPHIA >> The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania on June 11 dismissed a lawsuit brought by Pennsylvania State Senators Gene Yaw and Lisa Baker,
the Pennsylvania ...
Delaware Riverkeeper: Court dismisses GOP suit to over turn moratorium on fracking in the Delaware River Basin
Vince Hughes said court cases and judicial decisions ultimately will determine ... that could drive voter turnout in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. Pennsylvania voters have passed 19 straight
...
Pennsylvania voters to decide racial equity amendment
For the framers of our Constitution, the desire to free themselves from corruption by foreign powers was central to their debates at the hot summer in Philadelphia that gave structure to
what became ...
Getting Back to Our Roots: End the Influence of Multinational Corporations in New York Elections
Vince Hughes, D-Philadelphia, poses in the Rotunda of ... decide whether to add a racial equality provision to the state constitution, a measure Hughes introduced last year, two weeks
after ...
Pennsylvania Voters To Decide Racial Equity Amendment
Next week, nearly a year after Floyd's death, voters will decide whether to make those protections explicit in the state constitution ... court cases and judicial decisions ultimately will ...
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